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The Dark Night Of Soul
Charlie Hunnam and Jason Segel are friends, but Hunnam didn't feel write starring in 'Forgetting Sarah Marshall' for a good reason.
Charlie Hunnam: The Relatable Reason He Turned Down a Role Jason Segel Wrote Specifically For Him
FromSoftware's Dark Souls III is the next game to get the Xbox FPS Boost treatment. Xbox Series X|S owners can now play the action-RPG at a buttery-smooth 60fps. Microsoft confirmed the news last ...
Dark Souls 3 now playable at 60fps thanks to Xbox Series X|S FPS Boost
Soul Sounds Director Soundarie David Rodrigo Soul Sounds’ Virtual Music Summer Camp for children The Soul Sounds Academy introduced the concept of a “Music Summer Camp” in 2015, where children ...
Keeping the soul going
It took me decades to see myself as I am, not as the distorted view in the mirror or the monstrous names I was called.
“Bloody Mary” and Other Things Only Spoken of in the Dark
The capital was home to Bram Stoker and Sheridan Le Fanu - two of the most celebrated horror writers - so you can be sure there's no dearth of spooky places that inspired some of their best works.
Paranormal Dublin: 16 of the most haunted spots in the capital
It may be a cliché to say the past is not equal to the future, but for Odonga Bosco, a former LRA child soldier who is now a Russian-trained cardiologist, this is no cliché. I first saw the story of ...
Bosco Odonga’s turn of fortune: From child soldier to cardiologist
The Rose Theatre, the two-screen cinema closed by the pandemic in March 2020, will reopen July 28, owner Rocky Friedman has announced. “The Rose reopens! How I have longed to write those three words,” ...
Rose Theatre will reopen after 499 dark nights
Death Metal' soundtrack features contributions from Mastodon, Rise Against, HEALTH, Soccer Mommy, and IDLES with some tracks including appearances from Chino Moreno, Dave Lombardo from Slayer and Greg ...
Tyler Bates talks teaming up with some of rock's greats for the Dark Nights: Death Metal Soundtrack
This time of year is made for stargazing, cosy storytelling sessions and overindulging in locally sourced kai.
My first Matariki: Celebrating Māori New Year at the Bay of Islands' new festival
Electronic Alt Rock duo Bear Witness release monstrous new track ‘Chase The Night’. Seamlessly blending rainy, neon soaked, Blade Runner ambience with choruses of blockbuster proportions.
Bear Witness release video for latest single ‘Chase The Night’
Revolver has two exclusive, limited-edition vinyl variants of the Dark Nights: Death Metal Soundtrack — order yours before they're gone! The Batman Who Laughs would be right at home in a Slayer ...
'Dark Nights: Death Metal': How DC Series and Soundtrack "Dial the Lunacy Up to 11"
There will always be a market for stories of doomed love affairs. There’s a thrill to being drawn into a beautiful, tortuous secret – of notes passed between gloved hands and stolen glances across ...
The Last Letter from Your Lover, review: A classic tale of doomed love – thankfully, it knows it
Skyward Sword HD are live, and somewhat unsurprisingly, the consensus is that if you missed it before you shouldn’t miss it the second time around. Nintendo has gone to great effort to ...
The Legend of Zelda: Skyward Sword HD, Labyrinth City, Curved Space, Dark Nights with Poe & Munro, and Within the Blade hit the Switch
Tales from the Crypt meets The Twilight Zone-four tales of horror, lost souls and things that go bump in the night. A prestige format "One-Shock" featuring top creative talent just in time for the ...
AFTER DARK ONE SHOT CVR B 10 COPY INCV KUDRANSKI
We don't know when we will be playing The Outlast Trials, but developer Red Barrels has been teasing out images of the scaries that we will be up against.
Red Barrels Shows Off Concept Art for New Enemy in The Outlast Trials
Wars was always a misnomer because AEW was not at war with NXT, which, after a period of turbulence on Dynamite that unfolded in parallel with WWE stacking Wednesdays with main roster talent, wasn't a ...
Why AEW Has Just Pulled Off The Mother Of All Game-Changers
Summertime — and the sunsets are seductive. With this season’s more leisurely pace, we are better able to savor that magical hour of dusk, colorfully transitioning from light to dark, marking the turn ...
The Most Beautiful Places To Savor Sunsets In The U.S.A.
In the wake of a new documentary, our columnist reckons with his relationship with the iconic chef, author and TV host ...
The Other Columbus: The meaning of Anthony Bourdain
If you venture so far to the right that you get past U.S. Sen. John Boozman, a Donald Trump cultist except for that one time, you'll find a narrow opening teetering on the dark cliffs of insanity.
OPINION | JOHN BRUMMETT: On the edge of the cliff
Jeffrey Edalatpour dines at Oakland's latest pizza innovators, Soul Slice, and speaks with owner Karter Louis about adding a touch of soul to the traditional pizza from crust to toppings.
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